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Status: Fixed Start date: 05/17/2011
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Jérôme S. % Done: 0%
Category: Subtitles Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 3.0
Found in version: 2.99 Platform:
Description

Tried with latest version I can find (2.99.282)

Sometime the video freez but audio still going on with auto load on ON. Same file play nice with auto load on OFF and sub activated
later.
I noticed it appears when the sub start at the very beginning of the video.

2nd cause of the crash, sometime there is no sub or maybe not loaded, so no "miniDLNA" sub category and instead it points on "http
probe" (I dont know what it is). This one is more serious, I have to reboot the PS3.

off the problem : why there are so many sub category even when there are no subs or when this is srt ? (http probe, russian, polish,
english, ... a ton of language... twice !)

History
#1 - 05/19/2011 07:07 PM - Andreas Smas
- Category set to Subtitles
- Status changed from New to Accepted
- Assignee set to Andreas Smas
- Target version set to 2.99

jérôme steunou wrote:

Tried with latest version I can find (2.99.282)

Sometime the video freez but audio still going on with auto load on ON. Same file play nice with auto load on OFF and sub activated later.
I noticed it appears when the sub start at the very beginning of the video.

2nd cause of the crash, sometime there is no sub or maybe not loaded, so no "miniDLNA" sub category and instead it points on "http probe" (I
dont know what it is). This one is more serious, I have to reboot the PS3.

I'll try to reproduce this and see.

off the problem : why there are so many sub category even when there are no subs or when this is srt ? (http probe, russian, polish, english, ... a
ton of language... twice !)

I will clean up the view in the future. I know it's messy and I hate it.
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#2 - 05/20/2011 12:19 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Need feedback
- Assignee changed from Andreas Smas to Jérôme S.

I've at least fixed the first one.

The third will be addressed when i rework the video overlay menu

The second i don't know how to reproduce.

#3 - 05/20/2011 10:05 AM - Jérôme S.

For the second I use miniDLNA has a upnp server on my PC.
Autoload is on ON.
On all movies without a subtitle file aside the sub list is just [http probe, russian, polish, english, ...] and http probe is ticked as selected.

I had some difficulties to figure it out, it crashes so quickly after launch the movie, so I let the playing option panel open, selected another movie, to
really see what happen to the sub list.

But maybe the fix you push for #1 cause fixe the #2

I will test ASAP and go back

#4 - 05/20/2011 10:14 AM - Andreas Smas

Ok, there are new releases up on: https://github.com/andoma/showtime/downloads

#5 - 05/21/2011 05:03 PM - Jérôme S.
- File P1020025.JPG added

OK I run some tests with your last 401 version.

I appears that it crash when autoload is on ON and 
1/ the file is not an mkv or any container with sub embedded capacity AND there is NO subtitle aside
2/ the file is an mkv and there are some subs inside but language option not configured. (no usb keyboard on my PS3) Maybe same when language is
set but cant test it right now.

by step :
miniDLNA on a pc over lan
launch showtime
playing a video that feet 1/ or 2/
black screen, video doesnt play.
on video option "http probe" sub is ticked.
if the video is an mkv with subs (2/) http probe is above mkv subs (en, fr, ...)
showtime still respond during like 10-20s' but cant stop the current playing
then it freezes and I have to restart the PS3.
if I try to restart the PS3 before the freeze, the PS3 reacts as it s frozen. power button, bipbipbip, ...
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I join a picture of the log when it crashes.

bug on write action ? chmod issue ? or write of sub "http probe" make the soft crash because it s not a sub. Maybe it should be at the end of the sub lit
?

#6 - 06/10/2011 08:30 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Accepted
- Found in version set to 2.99

#7 - 06/10/2011 08:31 AM - Andreas Smas
- Target version changed from 2.99 to 3.0

#8 - 06/26/2011 10:29 PM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Accepted to Fixed

I think this has been fixed in commit:313d909e

Also see ticket #527

Files
P1020025.JPG 3.13 MB 05/21/2011 Jérôme S.
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